Evaluating multiple performance measures across several dimensions at a multi-facility outpatient center.
Over the past several decades healthcare delivery systems have received increased pressure to become more efficient from both a managerial and patient perspective. Many researchers have turned to simulation to analyze the complex systems that exist within hospitals, but surprisingly few have published guidelines on how to analyze models with multiple performance measures. Moreover, the published literature has failed to address ways of analyzing performance along more than one dimension, such as performance by day of the week, patient type, facility, time period, or some combination of these attributes. Despite this void in the literature, understanding performance along these dimensions is critical to understanding the root of operational problems in almost any daily clinic operation. This paper addresses the problem of multiple responses in simulation experiments of outpatient clinics by developing a stratification framework and an evaluation construct by which managers can compare several operationally different outpatient systems across multiple performance measure dimensions. This approach is applied to a discrete-event simulation model of a real-life, large-scale oncology center to evaluate its operational performance as improvement initiatives affecting scheduling practices, process flow, and resource levels are changed. Our results show a reduction in patient wait time and resource overtime across multiple patient classes, facilities, and days of the week. This research has already proven to be successful as certain recommendations have been implemented and have improved the system-wide performance at the oncology center.